
Learning at Home 

Week beginning 25-05-20 

Literacy 

Continue to access books through Oxford Owl and continue to read and spell using the sounds we have learnt, and 

your tricky words. 

 

This week’s book focus is Ten Rules of Being a Superhero by Deb Pilutti. You can access the book through You 

Tube. Use your imagination to think of a new superhero. Give your superhero a name. Design an outfit for him/her 

using the template or draw your own. Write a character description describing what they look like and what their 

powers are, e.g. This is Lightning Girl. She has blonde hair and blue eyes. She wears a pink outfit with a purple 

cape. She can run and fly very fast and helps people that need a holiday zoom off to other countries!!  

You can use the Superhero Passport or Superhero Identity writing frames to help you. 

Maths 

Continue to practise numbers to 20 and the operations within it; adding, subtracting, halving, doubling, counting in 

2’s and 10’s.  

Complete the Superhero I Spy Checklist – count carefully using one number name for each object. 

Use the Superhero Tens Frames to work out how many more the superheroes need to make ten e.g. 1, draw on 9 

more to make 10. Then write the number sentence e.g. 1 + 9 = 10. EXTENSION Which other number sentences 

could this picture represent? e.g. 1 + 9 = 10 / 9 + 1 = 10 / 10 – 9 = 1 / 10 – 1 = 9 / 10 = 1 + 9 / 10 = 9 + 1                        

Draw as many ways for each tens frame as you can. 

Superheroes are particularly good at counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s so practise counting like a superhero. Colour in 

the number patterns on a numberline and write down the number patterns. E.g. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10…  5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 

30…   10, 20, 30, 40, 50…. 

Art/D&T 

Create your own superhero mask using the template provided and/or make some Superhero themed crafts using 

the instructions. Take a photo of you in your mask or you with your crafts and email it to your teacher for her to 

put in the class newsletter so your friends can see what a super superhero you are!!  

Geography/ICT 

As mentioned earlier Lightning Girl likes to whisk her friends off to other countries if they need a holiday. Some 

of her friends might want to go to hot countries, some might like cold countries. Some might like to go to the 

mountains, some might like beaches. Some might like to be in the city, some might like the dessert.  

Using a map (use an atlas, picture or google maps) find where you live. Talk about the different countries in the 

world. Find pictures using google images to find out what other countries are like (weather, landscape). Write 

about 1 place you would like to go to and why. 

Continue to send us the pictures/videos of you doing your home learning to our email addresses; it has been lovely 

to see the things you have been up to  

 

Mrs Goldsworthy  Mrs Wright 


